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#001
Posted by Mary C. on 06/29/2022 at 9:05am [Comment ID: 5218] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Strongly recommend adding a left-turn arrow for traffic turning from Wilson onto N. George Mason. It's especially important for pedestrian safety because drivers can't pay as much attention to those crossing George Mason as they should.  Drivers making that turn are concerned about the westbound traffic on Wilson, which is often obscured by the hill and cars in the turn lane to go southbound on George Mason.

#002
Posted by Sam on 07/01/2022 at 7:32am [Comment ID: 5276] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: -1

Right Turn to southbound Glebe needs to removed along-with the additional parking before the turn.

Reply by CW on 07/05/2022 at 12:28pm [Comment ID: 5306] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I don't understand the suggestion to "remove the right turn to SB Glebe".   This is a major road and vehicles need to be able to turn there.

#003
Posted by Peter Stokely on 06/24/2022 at 10:35am [Comment ID: 5088] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 8, Disagree: 0

Are there plans to extend the bike lanes across Glebe and all the way to Clarendon? 

#004
Posted by Sophie on 06/26/2022 at 3:31pm [Comment ID: 5168] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

I would love it if Arlington would consider making Wilson and Fairfax Drive one way in each direction from Ballston to Clarendon (just like Clarendon Blvd and Wilson are up there). As a driver, it is very nerve wracking to drive along the Ballston area with pedestrians jay walking, crossing against lights, etc. Not sure how that could solve the bottlenecks on Glebe 

Reply by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:47pm [Comment ID: 5173] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: -2

I agree.  Nerve wracking with bikes going through lights, moving from bike lane into cross walks, pedestrians, jaywalkers, double-parked cars in front of Ballston.  Time to move through Bluemont & Ballston has slowed considerable over the years.  This narrowing of Wilson just makes it worse.  Crossing on foot at the intersection at Glebe and Wilson in front of the old car dealership is still hair raising.

#005
Posted by Zack D on 06/30/2022 at 11:55pm [Comment ID: 5267] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Please remove this dangerous slip lane!

#006
Posted by Sam on 06/24/2022 at 11:53pm [Comment ID: 5151] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Would like Wilson to be 1 lane car traffic and rest bike / pedestrian. 
Don’t believe the car traffic outweighs pedestrian traffic.

#007
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:47pm [Comment ID: 5174] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

Very dangerous spot for pedestrians here.

#008
Posted by David Hundelt on 06/28/2022 at 9:36am [Comment ID: 5198] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

do you really need 4 lanes here eastbound?  it's 1 lane just 2 blocks west, then suddenly needs 2 lanes straight, 1 left and 1 right?  suggest right and straight could be combined, particularly if it's going to be no right on red as seems to be the trend (a bad one overall, but maybe not in this intersection).

Also, the slip lane from sb Glebe to wb Wilson should probably go at this point, though the island is a bit of refuge for the long crossing of Glebe.  But a lot has changed along Glebe.

Reply by Brian Whitman on 06/29/2022 at 10:17am [Comment ID: 5230] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Absolutely - makes no sense to have a right turn, 2 straight lanes, and a left turn lane in this environment. There is relatively little traffic traveling east on Wilson then turning south on Glebe

Reply by Zack D on 06/30/2022 at 11:54pm [Comment ID: 5266] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Third to these comments. It is another example of prioritizing level of service for people who drive rather than improving safety for people who walk or ride bicycles.

Reply by Zack D on 06/30/2022 at 11:57pm [Comment ID: 5268] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

And reducing the number of lanes here would allow for a protected bike lane as called for in the master plan!

#009
Posted by Allen Norton on 07/06/2022 at 10:19pm [Comment ID: 5337] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Why is there a Bike/Pedestrian lane East bound between N Vermont and N Glebe?  When the bicyclist gets to N Glebe, where is he going to go? There are no bike lanes on N Glebe or on Wilson on the other side of the intersection.
     Also, the main reason stated by you for the bike lanes is that they are really to allow pedestrians to walk around the obstacles on the existing narrow sidewalks.  But, for the East bound section between between N Vermont and N Glebe that argument does not apply.  The sidewalks in that section on the South side of Wilson are all wide with no obstructions.

#010
Posted by Alyssa Malcolm on 07/01/2022 at 6:01pm [Comment ID: 5282] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

If this design is approved, additional pavement markings and signage that signal the upcoming lane assignments should be added further east (left lane left turn only, right lane straight or right). This is to reduce the number of movements by the parking in front of Total Wine, which is already a scary area to drive or bike through with the parallel parkers parking and pulling out, and drivers double parked. 

#011
Posted by Alex on 06/28/2022 at 10:34am [Comment ID: 5199] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

This right turn lane has always been one of the most nerve-wracking along this stretch for cyclists and pedestrians. Would suggest not having the cross-over right turn lane, as cars always speed through this corner and rarely pay attention to people crossing/riding along with traffic.

#012
Posted by Chris Gravely on 06/28/2022 at 9:17pm [Comment ID: 5215] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 8, Disagree: 0

Get rid of parking in front of total wine. Ample parking in the garage and people consistently double park here, blocking westbound traffic. This will be a problem for bikers because people will park in the bike lane. Highly highly suggest a protected bike lane with stanchions or bollards like on s Hayes street in front of Virginia highlands park. 

#013
Posted by Brian Whitman on 06/29/2022 at 10:33am [Comment ID: 5233] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Is there a way to add flex posts to harden the turn from Wilson to Vermont? Drivers travel almost diagonally after turning from southbound Glebe - very dangerous 

#014
Posted by Sam on 06/30/2022 at 6:22pm [Comment ID: 5252] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Not sure if county has surveyed the current traffic flow , there seems to significantly less traffic going east on Wilson. Most traffic is from Wilson to Glebe left turn (gets backed up at times and the left turn light is short), and it’s an awkward left as mid block island is extended far out. Need some rearrangement here. In addition there is a significant inflow from Glebe to Wilson (west) using the slip lane (padestrian that’s coming from Glebe and wants to get to Target is in blind spot of the car using the slip lane). Most of this traffic then awkwardly turns to Vermont , Wakefield, making both those pedestrian crossings extremely dangerous. Most commentators have already raised similar concerns , maybe �� I am repeating them +1 for metrics ��

Reply by Elizabeth Gallagher on 07/06/2022 at 6:56am [Comment ID: 5311] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

While we’re on the topic of signal boosting, would like to suggest removing this slip lane. Yes, I know it’s very out of scope for this project, but let’s add it to reasons for the county to take control of Glebe from VDOT. Having a slip lane feed into a now one-lane street with traffic calming to keep cars slow seems very counter intuitive. Additionally it’d remove a point of contention with the cars continuing straight through the light on Wilson and improve pedestrian comfort and safety.

#015
Posted by Sophie on 06/26/2022 at 3:27pm [Comment ID: 5166] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This is a dangerous area. People turning left onto Vermont from Wilson and people turning left onto Wilson from Vermont. It is a hazard and danger to everyone - cars, bikes, pedestrians that must be addressed. 

#016
Posted by Collier Cook on 07/06/2022 at 9:43pm [Comment ID: 5334] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

As Glebe Road in its current state is hostile to bicycle traffic, N Tazewell St should have a southbound contraflow bike lane added so that bicyclists can travel south from Wilson down to the future Harris Teeter (currently under construction) that will be accessed from the new Tazewell St extension (also under construction) without having to travel on Glebe. There is more than sufficient space for the contraflow lane. 

#017
Posted by Sam on 06/24/2022 at 11:48pm [Comment ID: 5149] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Design doesn’t address the left from Wilson to Vermont , right/left from Vermont to Wilson. Pedestrian crossing still unsafe given the need to look for turning traffic in three directions. 

#018
Posted by Brian Whitman on 06/29/2022 at 10:21am [Comment ID: 5231] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I know that Vermont is not technically part of this but I can't leave this alone. The original design for the implementation of 750 N Glebe included reducing the lanes traveling Vermont outbound on to Wilson from two to one. Following a minor uproar from neighbors, parking was eliminated and two turn lanes were maintained. Due to limited number of left turns, this leaves a very wide aperture as cars speed from Glebe southbound through the slip lane on to Wilson and immediately veer left at full speed on to Vermont. A pedestrian crossing at even reasonable speed might be hit by a car that is still on Glebe and not visible. I have been nearly struck multiple times. Going back to original plan would be ideal.  

#019
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:41pm [Comment ID: 5171] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Green stripes mean what exactly?  Many drivers and cyclists don't know.

#020
Posted by Sam on 06/24/2022 at 11:50pm [Comment ID: 5150] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This is high traffic left turn, consider alternate alignment and/or adding traffic light. Be
Innovative and not just provide run
of the mill solution.

#021
Posted by Sophie on 06/26/2022 at 3:29pm [Comment ID: 5167] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 10, Disagree: 0

The parking and double parking that happens outside the Total Wine is a menace to driving. There is free parking just around the corner. One solution would be to remove the parallel parking from their entirely. Battling cars suddenly stopping with the left turn to/from Vermont makes this area very hazardous. 

Reply by Tony Lanza on 06/29/2022 at 8:37pm [Comment ID: 5243] - Link
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Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I agree. And sorry to be pessimistic, but it will be especially infuriating if someone now blocks the only through lane by double parking and causes a rush to pass in the turning lane!

#022
Posted by Sophie on 06/26/2022 at 3:41pm [Comment ID: 5172] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Agree that this is a very dangerous section of road - where Wilson drivers turn left onto Vermont and Vermont drivers turn left on Wilson. I don't know how to solve the drivers problem, except to prohibit the left turns? Re: pedestrians safely crossing - I live further West on Wilson and found that a dedicated crossing for pedestrians (with the 'sticks') helps. The drivers respect this type of crossing far better than a regular crosswalk. I hope the county explores multiple crossings like this along this part of Wilson. 

#023
Posted by Spence Walker on 06/29/2022 at 7:02pm [Comment ID: 5240] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Please do not add the dedicated left turn lane for N. Wakefield Street and a bicycle lane to this portion of Westbound Wilson Blvd. Adding the dedicated left turn lane would leave only one lane to go straight. There is a bus stop on this side of Wilson and buses routinely block the right lane for loading/unloading. Also, there is parallel parking on this side of Wilson, which means the right lane is blocked when people are parking. The main culprits to blocking this lane, though, are double-parkers (for Total Wine, the apartment next door, Uber/Lyft pickups/dropoffs, etc.). Every day it is an obstacle course during rush hour getting over to the left to avoid people blocking the right lane, then back over to the right to avoid people turning left. However, this is much better than having to illegally use the dedicated left turn lane to avoid obstructions in the dedicated straight/right turn lane, or to do the only legal thing; to wait patiently for double-parkers to leave (likely blocking the Glebe/Wilson intersection). The added bicycle lane would also routinely get blocked, making it very dangerous for bicyclists. The proposes solution for this 2 block stretch of Westbound Wilson Blvd would not fix the problem, and would make it worse. Until a better solution is identified, making no changes to this portion is best. Please drive on this portion of Wilson during peak times and you should be able to see what I
mean. Then imagine if those 2 lanes were changed to only one.

#024
Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:43pm [Comment ID: 5327] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The changes west of N. George need to improve the problems caused by the October 2021 reconfiguration of Wilson Blvd for people exiting from N. Edison, N. Emerson and other residential streets that have no option but to exit onto Wilson because they are cut off by I-66 or the Bluemont Junction Trail.  At Edison, especially at school pick up and drop-off times, it can take up to three changes of the light to make a left turn onto Wilson.  Could you at least modify the light signal when the school buses and parents are adding extra volume to this intersection?

Will the extension of the left turn lane, and the turn lane for the gas station make it even more difficult to turn left (east) from N. Edison onto Wilson?  Please check. 

I hear from people on N. Emerson that the October 2021 reconfiguration makes it dangerous to turn left (heading west) on Wilson Blvd because of the loss of a through traffic lane. Is there something you can do?  Will this be a problem for cars turning left onto Wilson on the residential streets between N. George Mason Drive and N. Wakefield Street?  

#025
Posted by Sam on 06/30/2022 at 6:40pm [Comment ID: 5253] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Bike lanes across the corridor can be of different color , and material with protection. 

#026
Posted by D. Alberstadt on 07/04/2022 at 9:49am [Comment ID: 5292] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

Totally unnecessary and a complete waste of taxpayer money---cease and desist!

Honestly, this approach to obtaining taxpayer feedback is so complex and convoluted do you really think you'll get feedback from the 267,000 Arlington residents. What a waste and false reading of taxpayer sentiment.

#027
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:40pm [Comment ID: 5170] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: -3

This will be a dangerous place for a designated left turn lane as drivers coming west on Wilson from other side of Glebe and drivers making right turns from southbound Glebe road converge in a dangerous mix just prior to this block currently, and now those drivers in the left-most westbound lane of Wilson will be scrambling to get into the right lane if they aren't turning left.  

Then just beyond this intersection they need to move left into the car traffic lane for the start of the designated bike lane.  Just a lot of lane changes and veering in a short space.  This will be very good for the auto body shops.

SUGGESTION:  Dangerous.  Go back to two-lanes in each direction.

You didn't ask about Wilson Blvd betw Geo Mason and Patrick Henry but from living with this single lane in each configuration for awhile now, we know the problems.  They are: 1)  it is much harder and takes longer to get out of the cross streets (like N Lexington); 2) it is dangerous for pedestrians to cross at the cross-walks there because turning drivers from Lexington are eager to make their turn while they can and westbound Wilson drivers see the signal ahead and think pedestrians are jaywalking or just don't see them; 3) bike lanes are narrow and with sink holes, paving problems and stopped buses blocking the bike lane and the driving lane, it causes problems with traffic backup or cars and bikes veering around; 4) the bike box and green striped areas for cyclists are unknown and unclear to drivers.  They don't know what they are supposed to do.  Be real:  Many drivers still don't know to stop for pedestrians in a crosswalk.  I have had cars veer around me when I am in the crosswalk with a toddler!  Please don't make these changes.  Taking Wilson from 2 lanes in each direction to one is dangerous and a mistake. Come and watch. See what happens at eastbound Wilson between Patrick Henry and Manchester.  Not pretty. And not safe.     

Reply by David Hundelt on 06/28/2022 at 9:01am [Comment ID: 5191] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

having lived here since '95, I saw 20 years of 2 lanes each direction and 7 or so of 1 lane, and getting out of the neighborhoods is not really any harder.  Patrick Henry Dr. lane shift is ill thought out at best, it should be a transition to 1 lane before Madison St, then expand to a left turn lane at Patrick Henry, but back to 2 lanes for anything from Patrick Henry to Edison isn't going to happen.

#028
Posted by epotter@arlingtonva.us on 07/01/2022 at 12:44pm [Comment ID: 5277] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

"I am concerned about the location of the lane merge going west bound on Wilson.  The combination of (1) turning traffic from southbound Glebe, (2) the frequency of people being double parked in front of TotalWine or in the process of parking in those spaces, and (3) buses at the stop immediately before N Wakefield make that stretch difficult to navigate. I worry that if we remove a travel lane in this section either things will get gridlocked or we will have increased accidents as people jockey around these obstacles as they also try to merge."
-J.M. (comment received via email)

Reply by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:21am [Comment ID: 5317] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

J.M. is correct that going to a single lane in this location would be a disaster. The right lane is often blocked by people double-parked in front of Total Wine (or waiting to parallel park), as well as buses. I am against the entire proposal but this is the most shockingly ill-advised part of it.

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 9:17pm [Comment ID: 5332] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I share the concerns about the impact of traffic going to and from parking at the Total Wine store.  We were in the left turn lane heading from Wilson onto Glebe when we were hit by a car doing a U-turn across the double yellow line, right into us in the left-turn lane, to reach a parking space in front on Wilson in front of the Total Wine store.   

#029
Posted by Sam on 06/30/2022 at 5:30pm [Comment ID: 5249] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Suggestion : Use a barrier to protect the bike lanes , so it could be used for both pedestrian traffic and bikes and should compensate for the narrow side walks across the entire stretch. Foot traffic has increased and lot of them are traversing the narrow side walk with strollers.

#030
Posted by Steve Wardell on 06/23/2022 at 3:17pm [Comment ID: 5085] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 3, Disagree: -1

Is there any way we can give the bus stop a pullover area without impacting flow of the through lane? Either by shifting the stop location or the marking locations so traffic can continue even when a bus is at the top? Concerned that it will back-up traffic at this location.

Reply by Steve Wardell on 06/23/2022 at 3:20pm [Comment ID: 5086] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

To add to this, if the left turn lane east onto N Wakefield were left only and we only had 1 east bound just east of N Wakefield, then it would seem to allow room to shift the west bound through lane to give a bus stopping space and yet still allow west bound traffic to flow.

#031
Posted by Dan Laredo on 07/04/2022 at 11:51am [Comment ID: 5296] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: -2

This reconfiguration will be a nightmare for all users of the street. My biggest complaint is how you went about requesting input.  You asked “what would you like CHANGED”.  Of course you are going to get suggestions.  But you didn’t ask whether a single lane option was a desired change.  IT IS NOT.   Before you propose new reconfigurations please ask the neighborhood if it wants to remove 2 lanes in each direction.  My guess is that you’ll receive a resounding “no”.   This will lead to extensive congestion, failing intersections and significant obstruction for fire and emergency vehicles.  

#032
Posted by CW on 07/05/2022 at 12:35pm [Comment ID: 5307] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 1, Disagree: -2

This endeavor to re-stripe and go down to 1 lane on this stretch of Wilson blvd is going to cause a traffic mess.  The Bluemont Trail is a perfectly good option for bikes, pedestrians and scooters.  I've also walked many times on Wilson Blvd.  I feel perfectly safe.  Pedestrians should ALWAYS walk facing traffic even if there is a sidewalk.  People have also commented about pedestrians jay walking and such -- pedestrians need to take care when crossing any street.  Make eye contact with drivers; look left, right and left again.  Problem is pedestrians who think they can just saunter into the crosswalk when they feel like it and not allowing time for a drive to see them and stop. 
Is there any consideration of just keeping the two lanes???   This proposal seems to be the only one.   

#033
Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:50pm [Comment ID: 5328] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: -1

I am concerned about the implications of eliminating through travel lanes on Wilson Blvd for people on residential streets like Vermont, Abingdon, and all the streets where people must turn left onto Wilson to get out of the Bluemont neighborhood (where the normal traffic grid breaks down due to I-66).  People on N. Emerson report that the removal of through traffic lanes in the October 2021 reconfiguration have made it more dangerous to turn left onto Wilson.  I worry this will be repeated for what are already more difficult left turns onto Wilson between N. George Mason Drive and N. Glebe Road, such as N. Vermont, Wakefield and Abingdon.  As noted in other comments, problems with left turns onto and off of Wilson could cause serious backups on Wilson and onto what is already a subpar performing intersection of Wilson and N. Glebe Road.  The developers of 4600 N. Fairfax (Holiday Inn site) plan to add 400-plus units and told the Bluemont Civic Association that the main entry and exit to their site would be on the two residential streets exiting onto Wilson Blvd.  The Ballston Macy's site plan is adding something like 555 new homes.  There is already congestion along Wilson, and problems at the Glebe and George Mason intersections, and other intersections cited in comments on this survey.  My concern is that the loss of though traffic lanes will not accommodate current traffic
and increased traffic we know will be coming soon. 

#034
Posted by Sam on 06/30/2022 at 5:59pm [Comment ID: 5250] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Not sure if it will work , could diagonal cross walk and dedicated cross walk time for all sides , with all traffic stopped in all directions, with no turn on red. 

#035
Posted by Sean Comment on 06/28/2022 at 5:16pm [Comment ID: 5207] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Fully support this concept, which is much needed. 

Related to this plan - due to the additional lights and crosswalks implemented on N Glebe between N Wilson and N Carlin Springs (5 total stops), N Vermont, N Wakefield and N Abingdon St, (0 stops), have turned into major arteries (especially N Vermont), despite being small neighborhood side streets. At all times it is a nonstop stream of traffic, including tractor trailers, turning left from Wilson to continue due East and bypass the Glebe lights. This needs attention, as this much traffic, especially of high speed commuters flying through, is causing VERY unsafe conditions. Wakefield doesn't have a sidewalk for pedestrians, Vermont has a major school bus stop, and Abingdon is wide which encourages further high speeds. At least two leashed dogs have been hit by cars turning into these neighborhood streets at speed this year.

Reply by Sam on 06/30/2022 at 6:04pm [Comment ID: 5251] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Just moved into the neighborhood and am surprised at the traffic inflow despite being a narrow/minor road with parking on both sides. Maybe some speed bumps and also don’t think the stretch can support two way traffic with cars parked on both the sides. Maybe one way traffic �� would be better, with some arrangement to compensate for no side walks.

#036
Posted by epotter@arlingtonva.us on 07/01/2022 at 12:46pm [Comment ID: 5279] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

"Another concern is that the plan would seem to "funnel" drivers into Wakefield that might otherwise use Vermont or Abington. That might help along Wilson but is likely to cause problems on Carlin Spring. For right hand turns on to southbound Carlin Springs the sightlines are far better on Vermont and Abington than they are at Wakefield. I think that county should do a traffic study before making changes that are likely to impact these 3 "cut thru" streets."
-J.M. (comment received via email)

#037
Posted by Sam on 06/24/2022 at 11:44pm [Comment ID: 5148] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Doesn’t solve for pedestrian crossing
misalignment given street
and the crossing is misaligned. Pedestrian crossing is
still unsafe.

#038
Posted by Brian Whitman on 06/29/2022 at 10:26am [Comment ID: 5232] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Perhaps not part of the street design for this but there is poor visibility here due to bushes and hills to the west. This intersection should be a no right turn on red.  

#039
Posted by epotter@arlingtonva.us on 07/01/2022 at 12:45pm [Comment ID: 5278] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

"I would recommend retaining the two thru lanes until just past N Wakefield and then have the lanes merge between N Wakefield and N Abington. I will also note that the narrow sidewalks without buffers that are a problem west of Abington aren't an issue between Glebe and Wakefield hence there is less of a need to protect walkers by providing a bike lane. Thus I would prioritize the bike lane west of Vermont"
-J.M. (comment received via email)

#040
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Posted by Chris Gravely on 06/28/2022 at 9:13pm [Comment ID: 5214] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Please get rid of this parking. It is unnecessary and causes significant blind spots and risk of accidents to people coming out of Woodrow street.

#041
Posted by Zack D on 06/30/2022 at 11:51pm [Comment ID: 5265] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

I had heard Arlington was finally going to add flexposts to unprotected bike lanes without buffered but I am disappointed to see that solution which works well in Washington, DC, is not being tried here.

Reply by Alyssa Malcolm on 07/01/2022 at 5:45pm [Comment ID: 5281] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Agree with this comment. Please consider adding flex posts if within scope. 

#042
Posted by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:28am [Comment ID: 5318] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

The reduction in lanes here would cause eastbound backups during the school year. School buses stop at the corner of Wilson & Wakefield, stopping traffic in both directions. Eastbound cars would back up all the way through the intersection with Abingdon, where they might get rear-ended from people coming down the hill on Wilson.

#043
Posted by Dede Macekura on 06/24/2022 at 6:11pm [Comment ID: 5139] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

During afternoon rush hour, MANY cars turn left from Wilson onto N. Abingdon.  Without a turn lane, this will back traffic up if there is only one lane in the westbound direction.  Please, please don’t make this stretch one lane in either direction.  If you must, then you need to put a left turn arrow light so cars going west don’t stack up.

Reply by Steve Wardell on 06/27/2022 at 2:31pm [Comment ID: 5187] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

What if we had no left turns onto N Abingdon? It's primary used as a cut through which is not ideal in itself. Or at least no left turns during rush hour?

#044
Posted by Allen Norton on 07/06/2022 at 10:11pm [Comment ID: 5336] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

     Why is there a Bike/Pedestrian lane East bound between N Abingdon and N Glebe?  Avid BCA bicyclists have stated that this hill is too steep for average commuter bicyclists to climb and no one other than e-bikes or scooters will ever use it.  And even if a strong bicyclist does get to N Glebe, where is he going to go? There are no bike lanes on N Glebe or on Wilson on the other side of the intersection.
     Also, the main reason stated by you for the bike lanes is that they are really to allow pedestrians to walk around the obstacles on the existing narrow sidewalks.  But, for the East bound section between between N Abingdon and N Glebe that argument does not apply.  The sidewalks in that section on the South side of Wilson are all wide with no obstructions.

#045
Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 06/24/2022 at 10:18pm [Comment ID: 5144] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

While the bike lanes are a welcome addition, what measures are taken to slow traffic? This spot in the downhill has cars going very fast. Since the bike lanes are unprotected, I don't feel that any of the changes here increase cyclists or pedestrian safety. Is there enough road room for protected bike lanes? And are buses expected to stop in bike lanes for passenger boarding and exiting?

Reply by Alyssa Malcolm on 07/01/2022 at 5:44pm [Comment ID: 5280] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Agree that the N Abingdon/Wilson intersection is the lowpoint of the stretch of Wilson in question and cars moving downhill both east and westbound are accelerating. Please focus on traffic calming measures in this vicinity in particular if in the scope of this project. The reduction from four lanes to two and the addition of bike lanes are welcome changes. Currently fast moving traffic is mere inches from pedestrians on the narrow sidewalks. The bike lanes, although I wish they were protected, will be a significant safety improvement to provide a buffer between pedestrians and cars. I live on Wilson and frequently see pedestrians stepping off the sidewalk because it is too narrow to pass with one or more parties or people using mobility devices/strollers are unable to pass areas of the sidewalk where utility poles are present. The bike lanes will provide an additional benefit for the purpose of pedestrian sidewalk passage, since sidewalks are not within the scope of this project. 

#046
Posted by Kimberly Weiser on 07/05/2022 at 12:12pm [Comment ID: 5305] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I believe that this is going to create long backups on Wilson Blvd.  Traffic volume on Wilson has been going up with people returning to offices.  It often builds back to Emerson Street right now.  What do studies show about the volume of cars that currently fill this space 

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:13pm [Comment ID: 5320] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree with the above concern. Ever since the October 2021 reconfiguration, there have been long lines of cars waiting to turn left from George Mason onto Wilson.  You now have to wait for two or three light changes to make the turn. Please make sure this extended left turn lane, and turn lane into the gas station to not cause further back ups between N. Edison and cars needing to turn onto Wilson from  N. George Mason Drive.  Please reduce congestion and backups on this part of Wilson, so that cars can more easily turn onto Wilson going west from N. George Mason Drive.  

#047
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:10pm [Comment ID: 5163] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: -1

Exiting the gas station here, there is no signal, though there is for cars across Wilson and on Wilson.  So if I am making a left turn, I assume I can do that at any time that looks to be clear of oncoming traffic.  But a bit crazy since who knows when the cross-traffic will get their green light and be moving into the same path I am trying to cross.

Not sure what to suggest since few people seem to make a left out of there, but perhaps some clarity if left turns are not permitted.  

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:32pm [Comment ID: 5324] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree this intersection is dangerous because it is confusing to drivers, and also to pedestrians.  Will the left turn lane into the gas station increase the danger for pedestrians?  Will cars know they can only turn into the gas station, or will they turn through the crosswalk, or where people are going east along the sidewalk?

#048
Posted by Patrick on 07/02/2022 at 8:34am [Comment ID: 5284] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Is there anything that can be done to improve the sightlines? The reduction from 4 to 2 lanes will help with slowing down traffic, so at least that heps.

#049
Posted by MM on 06/26/2022 at 10:32pm [Comment ID: 5175] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 10, Disagree: 0

I bike and cycle here and live in the neighborhood.  I feel safer biking with a dedicated lane where bikes are expected to be rather than taking part of a lane shared with cars.  As a car driver I don't mind watching out for bikers, as I am one as well.  As a pedestrian, I wish there were wider sidewalks which didn't share infrastructure with electric poles (though I realize that's not part of this project).

#050
Posted by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 9:24pm [Comment ID: 5333] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: -1

Given that the volume of traffic on this stretch of Wilson is already heavier than the part of Wilson to the west where you have taken away through lanes and added a center turn lane and bike lanes, I wonder about the impact on people with driveways emptying directly onto Wilson.  I wonder about their safety, and how traffic on Wilson will be affected if they have to back out of, or into, driveways from the one remaining through lane on their side of Wilson.  I don't think the bike lanes will add enough of a protective buffer, because drivers often cross into the bike lanes other parts of Wilson when there are no bikes. If you have not already, please consider how the impact all these driveways on this part of Wilson.

#051
Posted by Bryant on 06/29/2022 at 11:41am [Comment ID: 5238] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Another pedestrian crosswalk is needed in this area (near Buchanan) - since it is approx. 3 blocks between the current crosswalks at Geo Mason and Abingdon.  And, instead of a continuous turn lane, please include a protective median for pedestrians crossing this "proposed" crosswalk.  This is a very dangerous stretch of road already with high speed auto traffic.  Please provide support to pedestrians/cyclists who need/want to cross in this area.

#052
Posted by Julie Rosenberg on 06/24/2022 at 5:59pm [Comment ID: 5138] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 12, Disagree: 0

Walking along this stretch is very challenging for able bodied folk and impossible for those needing assistance or strollers, all the time and particularly with snow. The sidewalks are narrow, there are utility poles in the middle of sidewalks and traffic moves - FAST - right up to the curb. Though bike lanes don't solve the sidewalk problem they will at least distance the fast, dangerous vehicles from pedestrians in this community that is proud of walkability.

Reply by Sophie on 06/26/2022 at 3:25pm [Comment ID: 5165] - Link
Agree: 10, Disagree: 0

I live further west on Wilson and having the lanes reduced from 4 to 2 has resulted in me feeling far safer walking along Wilson. I don't worry about stepping off the curb and getting creamed by a car or bus, I can cross the street more easily. I don't see an impact to buses. People speed on Wilson and having to slow down for a bus is a welcome change

Reply by Becca Gaspard on 07/04/2022 at 9:01pm [Comment ID: 5299] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

100% agree! With the existing configuration I cannot safely walk with my kids on this stretch of Wilson.  Even if their stroller manages to fit on the extremely narrow sidewalk between utility poles, sign posts, trash cans, and untrimmed bushes - metro buses traveling in the right lane whoosh past within 1 ft of us and I feel like I am one misstep away from being run down.  This new configuration will provide a buffer from traffic and improve safety.

#053
Posted by John L Faulkner on 07/06/2022 at 7:21pm [Comment ID: 5331] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

While I think the bike lanes provide a good buffer for pedestrians, I would not use the bike lanes, because they are too close to heavy traffic.  Could the traffic lanes be narrowed to calm traffic and so buffers could be added to the bike lanes?  Also speed limits should be reduced.

#054
Posted by Becca Gaspard on 07/04/2022 at 8:45pm [Comment ID: 5298] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Can we add flexi-posts to separate the bike lanes? Will the buses be pulling over into the bike lanes each time they stop along this stretch?

Reply by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:13am [Comment ID: 5316] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Given the number of driveways along this stretch, I doubt it would make sense to put in flex bollards.

#055
Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 06/24/2022 at 10:21pm [Comment ID: 5145] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

What is the expected impact on bus traffic? My biggest concern about this plan is that bus service will be slowed down due to the number of lanes reduced and the large number of cars that go through here during peak times. Are there alternatives that allow for expedited lanes for buses?

Reply by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:12am [Comment ID: 5315] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

As a daily bus rider, I share the concern that these changes will cost me a lot of time. Even a one-minute slowdown can delay my commute by an extra 10-12 minutes if I miss my train at Ballston.

#056
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 2:48pm [Comment ID: 5160] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: -11

I live on N Lexington St.  Since the single lane in each direction was painted on Wilson, it is more difficult to get out of the side streets to turn onto or cross Wilson Blvd.  The reason it is more difficult, and takes longer is because traffic is concentrated into a single lane.

My suggestion:  Go back to 2 lanes in each direction.

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:20pm [Comment ID: 5321] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I share this concern.  I hear from people on N. Emerson that it is "dangerous" or "hairy" to turn left onto Wilson heading sest from Emerson because of the removal of traffic lanes during the October 2021 reconfiguration.  Could you please make such left turns safer?  Also, I am concerned that people turning left onto Wilson from the residential streets between N. George Mason and N. Vermont Street will face likewise face increased dangers from the removal of traffic through lanes.  With the increase in traffic from 555 new homes at the Ballston Macy's Site and the 400-plus new homes at the Holiday Inn Site, I am concerned the proposed removal of traffic through lanes will increase danger to people turning onto Wilson, and increase congestion.  The developers for the Holiday Inn site (4600 N. FairDrive) told the Bluemont Civic Association they they planned for most of their traffic to go on residential streets to and from Wilson Blvd, so these  additional residences cars will depend on turning onto Wilson Blvd to get anywhere. 

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:24pm [Comment ID: 5322] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Will the left turn into the gas station, and the extension of the left turn lane on Wilson west of George Mason, increase the problems that the October 2021 reconfiguration caused for traffic turning left (east) onto Wilson from N Edison Street. It is especially bad during school drop off and pick up times. It can take several changes of the light to get through this intersection.  Please don't make that left turn harder.  If you could adjust traffic signals during the times when school busses and school parents make heavy use of the intersection with N. Edison Street that could help alleviate congestion at this intersection and all the way up to N. George Mason Drive.

#057
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Posted by Vick Fisher on 07/05/2022 at 4:45pm [Comment ID: 5308] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: -1

This plan will benefit a few bikers while causing headaches for thousands of drivers. This plan assumes we all can and should walk and bike instead of driving, which would be great if it weren't for the fact that not everyone lives so close to where they work, or has the physical ability to bike there, or wants to arrive sweaty, or frozen, or soaking wet from rain. I know multiple fit bikers who had serious accidents biking to work. It's just not safe. Also, there are already trails we walk and bike on that go to Ballston near this part of Wilson.   

Reply by Elizabeth Gallagher on 07/06/2022 at 6:47am [Comment ID: 5310] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Your comment about biking safety is appropriate. In current conditions, this section of Wilson *is* dangerous to bike and requires a high level of fitness (or an ebike :) ) since you must keep pace with cars while in a travel lane. Adding dedicated lanes both increases the safety and accessibility of this stretch for bikers. Effectively putting biking as a travel option back on the table for a large number of folks that commute / shop / go to Key on this stretch.

Additionally, it’s worth noting that the Bluemont Trail is fantastic, but if the entrance to it for the thousands of residents of central Ballston requires taking your life in your hands competing in the current condition with cars on Wilson, we effectively cut off those residents from some of the best green space and bike routes in the county.

Reply by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:09am [Comment ID: 5314] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 0, Disagree: -1

Ms. Gallagher, the problem is, as Vick Fisher has indicated, very few cyclists will use the proposed bicycle lanes, just as very few cyclists use the existing bicycle lanes. The terrain and volume of traffic are not suitable for general cycling. So the bicycle lanes make life worse for thousands of drivers (and bus passengers!) every day, for the benefit of a handful of cyclists.

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:37pm [Comment ID: 5326] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

All but one biker I have heard from says they would not ride along Wilson even with these bike lanes because the very close by Bluemont Junction Trail provides a straight shot into Ballston, with a direct line to the metro.  They said they strongly prefer the Bluemont Junction Trail to riding near the vehicle traffic on Wilson Blvd. 

#058
Posted by Tony Lanza on 06/29/2022 at 8:29pm [Comment ID: 5242] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

This rapid merge after the intersection traveling eastbound appears dangerous. And it eliminates the existing dedicated left and right turn lanes traveling westbound, which has been great for traffic calming through the intersection. I would prefer to leave the existing westbound lanes as is, and repeat the pattern for eastbound traffice, allowing just one lane of cars straight through the intersection (instead of temporarily widening to two lanes for some reason).

#059
Posted by Sophie on 06/26/2022 at 3:35pm [Comment ID: 5169] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 17, Disagree: -1

Rather than respond to one particular commenter (NV) over and over again about going back to two lanes in each direction, I will put my opinion here- I couldn't disagree more with her suggestion of going back to two lanes. I have lived just off of Wilson for over 20 years and the reduction of lanes from 2 to one in each direction has resulted in a far far safer atmosphere as both a walker and a driver. I can now feel safe walking along Wilson to do my shopping. I can ride my bike in the bike lanes far more safely. We are a car-centric society and I am glad Arlington is doing its part to create a safer environment for walkers and bikers. As we become denser and denser, we have to change our culture to drive slower to be more aware. 

#060
Posted by Andy Eschbacher on 06/24/2022 at 10:13pm [Comment ID: 5143] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Will this include a bumped out area for cyclists to safely wait for light changes? This sidewalk gets packed easily and cyclists are forced to wait on the road and cars have to gingerly go around waiting cyclists.

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:34pm [Comment ID: 5325] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Also, at our civic association meeting, a member asked whether the pole at this intersection could be moved because it posed a danger for cyclists, people with strollers, families and other pedestrians trying to cross, and needing a safe haven while waiting for the light. 

#061
Posted by Peter Stokely on 06/24/2022 at 10:33am [Comment ID: 5087] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

How about green markings here too for the cyclists traveling west on Wilson

#062
Posted by David Hundelt on 06/28/2022 at 9:26am [Comment ID: 5196] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

dedicated left turn movements for Wilson Blvd cars could be combined with diagonal bike movements for bicycle trail users to help improve the current and likely long term capacity issues with the sidewalks and corners.  

#063
Posted by Pam Juhl on 06/24/2022 at 8:53pm [Comment ID: 5141] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Re: Segment of Wilson Blvd west of N George Mason Dr.
1.  Lengthening the left turn lane heading east on Wilson Blvd to turn onto George Mason Dr heading north is a good plan, but it would help if there was a left turn signal there.  I use this route and without a left turn signal it is sometimes difficult to make the turn before the light changes, sometimes having to wait for another light rotation.
2.  The raised concrete segment with the two yellow posts adjacent to the crosswalk on N George Mason Dr where cars on Wilson Blvd turn left heading north on N Geo Mason Dr has resulted in impacts by many vehicles over the years that this device was installed.  A flat roadway in that location (maybe with the yellow poles but without the raised concrete barrier) would be preferred and would prevent many cars from being damaged.

Reply by David Hundelt on 06/28/2022 at 9:09am [Comment ID: 5192] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I second the need for a left turn signal for eastbound Wilson to northbound GMD.  There is ZERO reason to extend this queue area if there isn't going to be a left turn signal.  With a dedicated signal though, there may not be much reason to add queue distance since most cars wouldn't have to wait a second, or sometimes third light cycle.  This has gotten a little worse since westbound traffic is now a little more concentrated in the one lane, but it has always been a problem.  

The raised median sticking as far out as it does on the north leg discourages the risk taking left as it has indeed damaged dozens of vehicles over the years, but that does help protect the pedestrians in the crosswalk.  A left turn signal as part of this set of improvements seems an obvious move.

#064
Posted by Chris Gravely on 06/28/2022 at 9:20pm [Comment ID: 5216] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Need a left turn arrow at the light for traffic westbound on Wilson turning south onto George mason. Traffic backs up here during daytime hours and with the reduction to only one lane, will likely back up farther down Wilson without left turn signal. 

#065
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:13pm [Comment ID: 5164] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: -7

Many times I have to drive around cars who are trying to make a left turn her but veer slightly to the right, into the traffic lane that is going straight east on Wilson.  
This worked better with two lanes in each direction.  Now it all feels cramped and slight deviations by drivers out of their path who are trying to turn left causes problems for other drivers.

SUGGESTION:  Go back to two lanes in each direction.  

#066
Posted by David Hundelt on 06/28/2022 at 9:19am [Comment ID: 5193] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

expanding to two thru lanes and then immediately forcing a merge after the intersection doesn't seem to make any sense.  It will be as silly as the same situation at Washington and George Mason, which has also never made sense.  Dedicated left turn lanes with dedicated signals should solve that, and while the insistence on No Turn On Red signs everywhere makes a shared right lane moderately less objectionable, it won't solve anything if it's immediately merged back together.  

What needs improvement here is a longer left turn queue area on northbound GMD, but while possible, that's concrete work, not striping.

Reply by Tony Lanza on 06/29/2022 at 8:15pm [Comment ID: 5241] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Came here to say this. I couldn't agree more that it doesn't make sense to widen to 2 straight lanes then immediately remerge. (Is it possibly even a typo in the drawing? Is the right lane meant to be right-turn-only?) 

As drawn, this temporary widening creates too much of an opportunity for aggressive drivers to attempt to pass at high speed before rapidly remerging. It completely undoes the safety improvements of moving to one vehicle lane (which I am hugely in favor of throughout the rest of the design).

Reply by Zack D on 06/30/2022 at 11:48pm [Comment ID: 5264] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Agreed, this is a solution only a traffic engineer would love. Merging vehicles adjacent to an unprotected bike lane will result in serious injuries or death.

Reply by Allen Norton on 07/06/2022 at 9:50pm [Comment ID: 5335] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This one-lane to two-lane to one-lane in a few hundred feet is foolish.  It will only cause quick-merge type accidents when the East bound cars in the left lane try to jump ahead of the East bound cars in the right lane.  It would be safer to make the East bound right lane on Wilson to be Right-Turn-Only.  There would be only one through lane.  East bound traffic would be a little slower, but the quick-merge accidents would not happen. 

#067
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 3:02pm [Comment ID: 5162] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: -11

This household has two cyclists.  We felt safer riding on Wilson with 2 lanes of traffic in each direction.  That way slower bikes could take the right lane and cars could pass us on the left.  Now cyclists are: placed in narrow bike lanes closer to car traffic; cars are uncertain how to negotiate right turns (such as heading south on N Geo Mason) --confused as to whether or not they should enter the bike lane; cars waiting or preparing to turn right there don't see cyclists coming up behind.  They are busy watching for pedestrians, and cars turning left.

As a cyclist, I stay on the designated Bluemont Trail Bike Path and other designated, off-street bike paths whenever possible.  Riding smack alongside cars does not feel safe.

Suggestion:  As cyclists, we felt safer with two lanes in each direction on Wilson and suggest that it go back to that configuration.

Reply by Steve Wardell on 06/27/2022 at 2:27pm [Comment ID: 5186] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Is bollards or a cycle track with more physical barriers a possibility in increase perceived and actual safety?

Reply by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:04am [Comment ID: 5313] - Link
Type: Answer
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Physical barriers in this section would interfere with the bus stop and driveways.

#068
Posted by Naomi Verdugo on 06/26/2022 at 2:53pm [Comment ID: 5161] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: -11

Due to single lane in each direction on Wilson Blvd, buses stopped at bus stops block the bike lane and, often, traffic in the single lane going in that direction.  It causes a potentially dangerous situation with both bicycles and cars going around the stopped bus.  

Suggestion:  Go back to two lanes in each direction on Wilson Blvd.

Reply by William Barratt on 07/06/2022 at 9:02am [Comment ID: 5312] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

Ms. Verdugo is correct. Not only do buses cause traffic to back up through the intersection, but cars turning into McDonald's and other businesses cause backups. It's a miracle there haven't been more accidents. Meanwhile, I have never seen anyone using the new westbound bicycle lanes (and, as a cyclist myself, I prefer the Bluemont Junction Trail). You should undo the changes from last year and return to two lanes in each direction.

Reply by Laura Kirkconnell on 07/06/2022 at 3:28pm [Comment ID: 5323] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree with the above observations.  As I noted elsewhere, there are backups turning left from N George Mason onto Wilson because of the October 2021 intersection.  I often see dangerous/aggressive driving because people are trying to beat the light, and the congestion.  Based on figures provided by the Arlington County police department traffic accidents at the corner of Wilson and N. George Mason have increased after the October 2021 reconfiguration.    
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